THE KEY

The Key is an automatic process capable of supplying, in real time, different sheet sizes of glass as requested by the Chiara/Francesca processing equipment.

The system has the capability to receive instructions from the edging machine Chiara to produce a specific shape with a specific thickness. The system selects the glass from stock, loads, cuts, and breaks the requested glass and loads it into the Chiara infeed conveyor. This sequence can be repeated continuously with different glass specifications.

**Portata max vetro**
- 4/6T per ogni posizione

**Numero posizioni**
- 7+2

**Peso massimo vetro**
- 25kg

**Dimensione max vetro**
- 2500 x 3210 mm (2200 x 360mm)

**Spessori**
- 4 - 15 mm

**Ciclo vetro a vetro**
- 100 sec.

The Forvet production line, composed of KEY, Chiara Modular, Francesca FC 32M WJ, has the capability to produce 300 glass panels (completely different from each other) with polishing, drilling, milling in one 8 hours shift with one single operator.

Il KEY è un sistema in grado di fornire, in tempo reale, differenti lastre di vetro (in spessore dimensione e forma) come richiesto dalla linea di produzione composta da Chiara e Francesca.

L’unità produttiva è in grado di ricevere istruzioni dalla linea Chiara Francesca, caricare dal magazzino, tagliare, troncare e caricare volumi di vetro in modo completamente automatico.

La sequenza si riproduce anche per dimensioni e spessori differenti.

Open your mind “this is the KEY”

The Key is an automatic process capable of supplying, in real time, different glass thickness and dimension as requested by the Chiara/Francesca processing equipments. The system has the capability to receive the instruction from the edging machine Chiara to produce a specific shape with a specific thickness. The system selects the glass from stock, loads, cuts, and breaks the requested glass and loads it in the Chiara infed conveyor. This sequence can be repeated continuously with different glass specifications.